Using the Hybrid Simulation for Early User Evaluations of Pervasive Interactions
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ABSTRACT
To reach a good user-friendliness, knowledge about user requirements is crucial in the development process of a product. The sooner the knowledge is achieved via user evaluations, the more money and time can be saved. In this paper we investigate an approach called hybrid simulation for the early stages evaluation of mobile applications where real mobile phones are used as interaction devices to a virtualised simulation of a pervasive environment. On the first sight, the method is cheap, easy and quick to use as well as more realistic compared to a virtual simulation only approach. In order to receive a more detailed insight in potential benefits and problems of the method, we performed a user study and compared results of a traditional laboratory study with the results of a study performed with the hybrid simulation.
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INTRODUCTION
The idea of Ubiquitous Computing and its synonym Pervasive Computing [36, 8] is to make the computer invisible in our everyday life in order to enable interactions with everything, everywhere at anytime [7]. The users can either directly interact with physical objects in their environment (e.g. interactive surfaces) or make use of interaction devices as medium to the objects. By this mean the user can request services for the object, such as the current status of a home appliance. The first real interaction devices to physical objects are mobile phones. Almost everybody owns a mobile phone and takes it around constantly. Recent phones support novel hardware and network facilities that enable different interactions to pervasive environments, such as an interaction with a public display to download displayed information. Ballagas and colleagues [1] give a comprehensive overview about the different input channels available with todays smart phones (e.g. the phone’s built-in camera or accelerometer) that can be used for mobile interaction techniques. Despite the promising potential of using mobile phones as interaction devices to pervasive environments, some problems emerge that need to be solved.

Compared to the development for desktop settings, the development of mobile applications in the context of Pervasive Computing adds new layers of complexity. Ensuring user-friendliness in this context is a challenge due to a number of reasons. For instance, the developer has to cope with limited input and output capabilities of the mobile devices [8]. Moreover, the contextual setting of the interaction is unpredictable due to the mobility of the user [11]. In terms of Dey [5], information about the user’s situation is often unknown which includes knowledge about the requirements of users as well as their typical behaviour and preferences in the corresponding situations. To tackle these challenges, the application of the user-centred development process [33, 25, 16] is a possibility to obtain a good design for mobile applications.

A characteristic feature of this process is an iterative prototyping that includes several iterations of designing and implementing prototypes along with continuous executions and analyses of user evaluations with the generated prototypes. In terms of interface design, a prototype represents a partial simulation of a product with respect to its final appearance and behaviour [13]. The execution of user evaluations with the prototypes can provide interface developers with the relevant knowledge about the users and their requirements as well as behaviour. Traditionally, these user evaluations are either performed in-situ (field study) or simulated in a laboratory. The field studies are often postponed to the end of the development process because they typically require fully implemented applications. Addition-
ally, they are often expensive and difficult to organise and conduct. Compared to field tests, laboratory studies are easier to organize and conduct but often less realistic because it is difficult to ensure a test setting that is as similar as possible to the field setting. Additionally, it is often difficult to recruit a large number of subjects for traditional laboratory studies since laboratory studies normally require the physical presence of the subjects.

In this paper, we describe and investigate the concept of using the hybrid simulation as an evaluation method in early stages of the user-centred development of mobile applications. After a literature review of current evaluation methods, the concept and implementation of the hybrid simulation is described more detailed. Finally, a comparative user study is presented in order to reveal potential benefits but also problems of the hybrid simulation as evaluation method at early stages of the user-centred development process.

FIELD AND LABORATORY STUDIES
The most reasonable evaluation method is the execution of a field test in the real environment of the user. Different field studies with mobile applications have been executed and described [11, 29, 30]. For example, Hakkila and colleagues [10] performed a user study in the city centre of Oulu. They used different applications, such as an event calendar or guidance service during their field test. This test was performed as a diary study combined with user interviews which gave valuable data of the user’s behaviour.

There is evidence that field tests provide very realistic and valuable data because they are performed in the real world with real contextual constraints. The execution of field tests, however, also causes problems. Field studies might lead to uncontrolled contextual settings rendering the outcome useless. Moreover, field tests are often time-consuming to coordinate and conduct as well as quite expensive. Thus, the idea is to simulate parts of the real setting in a more controlled environment and conduct laboratory studies instead. A review [17] showed that 71% of the user studies for mobile phones are conducted as laboratory studies.

But do laboratory studies really substitute field studies? Several comparisons of field and laboratory studies have aimed at answering this question [15, 6, 19, 18, 12]. For instance, Kjeldskov and Stage [19, 18] searched for appropriate techniques which enable evaluations of mobile applications in the field and in the laboratory. They found some differences between field and laboratory studies, such as the social comfort of use but pointed out most basic usability problems as similar. Other studies (e.g. Kaikkonen and colleagues [15]) validated these results. They revealed laboratory studies as sufficient in most cases due to the fact that field studies do not often provide an added value.

Overall, the results showed that field tests cannot be completely substituted by laboratory studies and should be used at least at the end of the development process to investigate specific user behaviour in different contextual settings. Laboratory studies, however, can be used during minor iterations of the design process if appropriate evaluation methods and techniques are applied. But at that point a problem emerges. Duh and colleagues [6, 28] as well as Kjeldskov [19, 18] see a lack of appropriate evaluation methods and techniques in laboratory settings. In particular when investigating user behaviour in early stages of the development process, there is a need for appropriate methods [6]. Sá and Carricò reflected different low-fidelity evaluation techniques for user studies and discuss their feasibility [4, 3]. They also see a lack of appropriate techniques in early stages of the design process that reduce the costs, required time and organisational effort.

VIRTUAL AND HYBRID SIMULATIONS
One idea is to apply virtual simulations at the beginning of the user-centred development process. Simulations via virtual worlds can improve the development process [20] because they can mediate ideas of new products and support first user evaluations. In the context of Pervasive Computing, a literature review showed a tendency to apply virtual simulations in order to investigate the pervasive environment itself and its performance [35, 32]. The use of virtual simulations for the investigation of pervasive interaction devices has not been focused so far. The projects that do address this aspect [14, 24, 35, 2], mostly used virtual simulations which directly included the use of the interaction device into the virtual world. Mobile devices are not longer physical available for interactions anymore. Instead, they are just virtually represented and have to be controlled via keyboard or mouse which leads to a disruption of the real usage of the device. For example, Manninen [24] used virtual representations of interaction devices in his setting. His main objective was to easily develop and test different virtual worlds and their input devices. Barton [2] is also interested in similar objectives. He developed Ubi-Wise that is a simulation tool for Ubiquitous Computing applications. This simulation tool helps to investigate applications that use cameras or mobile phones as interaction devices. As the devices are only represented in a 3D virtual world, the user has to interact via the traditional input methods (e.g. mouse) which mean a marginal mapping to the real usage of the device and the application. Certainly, there is a need to consider the level of immersion that can often not be met by a simulation alone.

To solve the problem of the insufficient mapping, we searched for other approaches of simulations which involve at least parts of the real world. Morla and Davies [26] present such work. They used simulations to test a location-based application for health monitoring. Using their simulation environment, they can virtually evaluate the performance of sensors attached to a wearable
medical monitoring system. Although their main objective was not to investigate user interactions with pervasive environments but instead the performance of the pervasive environment, Morla and Davies’ work gives a first impression of a so-called hybrid simulation. Hybrid simulation means an integration and combination of the real and the virtual world. The medical monitoring system is not simulated and really reacts on the artificially generated contexts. A similar approach called dual reality is introduced by Lifton and colleagues [23]. They used Second Life as a virtual visualisation tool of streams which are generated from real world sensors (e.g. temperature sensors). Driving simulators\(^1\) also aim at the idea of the hybrid simulation. The users interact with a real steering wheel and dashboard while they are driving through a virtually presented test route. In our work, we do not use the virtual world as a visualisation platform for the performance of real devices as Davies and Lifton. We apply the virtual world as an evaluation platform for user studies similarly as used for driving simulators but we use real mobile phones as interaction devices and a virtual simulation of the pervasive environment. A similar idea is also described by Haesen et al. [9]. They used a virtual simulation of a museum to execute a user study where real mobile phones are applied to interact with the virtualised museum. Haesen et al. consider the concept of the hybrid simulation as a promising new evaluation technique in early stages of the user-centred design process. In contrast to them, we use a well-known platform for the virtual simulation of a pervasive environment (Second Life) as well as a tool to quickly and easily generate prototypes (MoPeDT). Additionally, we executed a user study to get insights to potential benefits but also problems when applying the hybrid simulation.

**HYBRID SIMULATION**

Applying the concept of the hybrid simulation to our domain, the user still interacts with the pervasive environment via a real mobile phone but the pervasive environment is now virtually represented in a simulation.

**Pervasive Interfaces Development**

The pervasive interface development requires combined knowledge of software and usability engineering. This includes complex aspects, such as the implementation of the network communication and the interface programming of the mobile phone. As a consequence, the implementation of the different prototypes often takes too much time. There is a need to reduce the implementation time in order to be able to spend more time on the evaluation of the prototypes. To reduce the implementation time and to improve the interface’s friendliness, the literature approves the need for software tools, e.g [27].

We developed a tool called MoPeDT (Pervasive Development Toolkit for Mobile Phones) [22] that supports tool-supported user studies have to be conducted, the architecture’s component called evaluator is applied.

Other components of the architecture are the main server, the database as well as the sensors and actuators. The database persistently stores all information about the physical objects (e.g. a detailed description) that can be requested by the mobile user via the main server. The sensor and actuator can be used to collect or display additional information about the pervasive environment. Sensors, such as a temperature or a humidity sensor can collect, interpret and broadcast contexts to the main server. The main server can forward these contexts to interested users or actuators. Actuators, such as a public display can receive and display contexts or other information (e.g. video content).

Overall, using MoPeDT, different prototypes of pervasive interfaces for mobile phones can be implemented and user tests can be performed in real world settings of a pervasive environment as well as in a laboratory setting which has now been extended to also support user evaluations in hybrid simulations.

**Hybrid Simulation of Pervasive Interfaces**

MoPeDT can also be used to generate prototypes for mobile phones which should be evaluated via the hybrid simulation. Therefore, some adaptations are required. Figure 1 illustrates the architecture of MoPeDT which is required to perform the hybrid simulation. The main difference to the general architecture of MoPeDT [21, 22] is the shift of the pervasive environment from the

\(^1\)http://www.carrsq.qut.edu.au/simulator/

\(^2\)http://www.nfc-forum.org/
real world to the virtual world using a platform for a virtual world simulation, such as Second Life. Now, this simulation contains the virtual representation of all physical objects. All information about the physical objects is still stored in the database and can be accessed by the users with their real mobile phones. Thus, the user still makes use of a real mobile phone as an interface to the pervasive computing environment even though the physical objects are not longer physically present. Another difference to the former setting is the need for a representation of the user in the virtual world. With this avatar the user can interact via the keyboard within the virtualised pervasive environment, such as moving around to get closer to physical objects. These interactions can also create contextual information like a location event which is sent to the main server and then forwarded to interested mobile devices. The next section gives more information about these aspects and the simulated pervasive environment.

Simulation of the Pervasive Environment

To simulate the pervasive environment, we make use of an open source version of Second Life, which is called Open Simulator³. Open Simulator allows setting up one’s own virtual world that behaves exactly like Second Life and can be accessed with the same viewers. Thus, in the remainder of this paper we will use Second Life and Open Simulator as synonyms.

Second Life represents one of the first massive 3D multiplayer platforms which is not primarily concerned with gaming but aims at establishing a general virtual meeting place. Thus, every conceivable type of interaction is in principle possible, be it buying or selling virtual or real goods, be it playing out as a real DJ in a virtual club, or be it pervasive interactions in an Ambient Intelligence landscape. Central feature of Second Life is the use of avatars which represent the real user in the virtual environment. We [31] have shown that Second Life can serve as an evaluation platform for multi agent systems involving the user in her natural environment. We propose to employ Second Life to simulate a real environment which has been augmented for context dependent interactions. Apart from setting up the simulation server, three steps are necessary for simulating a pervasive environment in a hybrid simulation. The environment itself has to be modelled, it has to be equipped with physical objects and sensors, and it has to allow for communicating with the outside world such as the real mobile device.

Modelling the Environment

The most basic requirement is a virtual representation of the environment, in which the user evaluation should take place. To this end, standard modelling tools can be employed making it necessary to import the resulting models in Second Life or in-world modelling tools are used that supply basic functionalities. Figure 4 provides knowledge about the environment which was created for our study. Based on the requirements from our previous user evaluation which constitutes our benchmark (see Section The Reference User Study), a living room and a bathroom were modelled along with the furniture and devices like DVD player and TV.

Making the Environment Pervasive

The challenge of a hybrid simulation is to realise the complex interplay between sensors, physical objects, and the mobile device, which can be seen as the inherent characteristic of a pervasive environment. The general idea is to use the real mobile for the interaction with the virtual world. This is not always possible.

In our proof of concept study, objects are equipped with RFID tags to allow NFC with the mobile phone. Creating a virtual RFID tag is no challenge but of course this tag cannot be read out by the real mobile device. Thus, it is necessary to create a virtual representation of the mobile device for some of the contextual input. In the current version of our hybrid simulation, a virtual mobile device is used for registering the contextual input that is provided by the simulated environment. The real mobile device handles the output and the user interactions. Details are given in the next section.

Apart from the virtual representation of the mobile device, we have realised physical objects which are triggered by user actions, sensors which are triggered by changes in the environment, and additional contextual input. To create physical objects, home appliances (e.g. TV and DVD player) were augmented with RFID tags allowing for near field communication (NFC), and with virtual IR sensors to register remote activation (see Section The Reference User Study for information on the interaction techniques). A virtual temperature sensor was necessary to register the effects of manipulating the heater. To this end, a model of the heater and its radiation was realised. To allow for indoor localisation of the user, WLAN access points have been installed in the environment. By measuring the signal strength, the user’s location can be approximated. Again, a model for the

³http://opensimulator.org
radiation was integrated. In both cases, a simple linear regression was chosen as a suitable model (see Figure 2).

**Communication**

Two types of communications take place in our pervasive environment. Sensors directly communicate with the main server of the MoPeDT architecture. Physical objects on the other hand communicate with the virtual representation of the mobile phone, which in turn communicates with the main server (see Figure 1). So far, communication is based on the in-world scripting language. In order to allow for a stronger inclusion of the real mobile phone also for registering the virtual input that is provided by the simulated environment, it seems inevitable to integrate a context class in the Open Simulator server.

The only sensor in our reference study which registers environmental changes is the temperature sensor. Thus, in each room, one sensor is placed that registers the local temperature according to the settings of the heater and its degression model (see Figure 2). Each sensor sends this information along with its ID as an HTTP request to the main server.

The home appliances have been augmented with RFID tags and IR sensors. Having identified a specific physical object activates its context on the mobile device, i.e. the services of this object become available to the user. To read out an RFID tag, the user moves her avatar towards the physical object. The avatar is holding the virtual representation of the mobile phone. The phone serves as a virtual RFID reader, simulating NFC. Thus, if the RFID tag is in a certain range (less than 30 cm) of the mobile, its ID is registered by the mobile device which sends a HTTP request to the main server containing its own ID and the object’s ID. The IR sensor allows remote activation of an object’s context. To achieve this goal, the user has to point the virtual mobile in the direction of the physical object (see Figure 4). Having been activated, the sensor sends the object’s ID via virtual Bluetooth to the mobile which in turn sends it to the main server via an HTTP request.

The environment might also provide additional information that has to be actively transformed into contextual input. The indoor localisation in our scenario is of this type. WLAN access points have been installed in the environment (see Figure 2), which are utilized to calculate the rough location of the user. This location is the room the user is currently in. Thus, the room sets the interaction context by making only the services available on the real mobile phone which is defined by the appliances in this room. To estimate the user's location, the virtual representation of the mobile phone registers the signal strength of the WLAN access points at the user’s current location and triangulates this location. The mobile’s ID is sent along with the location ID to the main server.

**The Reference User Study**

We conducted the reference study as a traditional real world simulation of a smart environment in a laboratory [34]. The main objective of this study was finding out whether users apply different mobile interaction techniques dependent on contextual conditions in a smart environment. In our setting, the smart environment contained several physical objects (e.g. a TV or a heater) which could be addressed and controlled via a mobile phone. For example, the mobile phone could be applied as a remote control to change the status of the heater by switching it on or off or by changing its temperature. In the context of the reference study, we investigated the use of the mobile interaction techniques: touching, pointing and scanning. When using the techniques touching or pointing the user has to physically touch or point at the intended physical object with the mobile phone in order to address it. Scanning is a technique to address a physical object by using the mobile phone’s graphical user interface and select the intended physical object out of the detected and graphically listed physical objects.

The reference study was performed with 20 people in a living room of a smart environment. All participants were sitting on a couch while they had to solve four different tasks in order to call a service of the intended physical object under different context conditions. (1) First, the user had line of sight to the physical object. The distance to the physical object was about three meters. (2) For the second task, the users were in front of the physical object. The distance to the physical object was about ten centimetres. (3) For the third task, the user did not have line of sight to the physical object. The physical object was located in another room and the distance was about 20 meters. (4) Finally, the user did not have a line of sight to the physical object. The physical object was located in the same room. The distance to the physical object was about four meters. To
get a line of sight to the physical object, the user had to move about one meter. To cover most casual activities, users provided information afterwards about their behaviour and preferences when lying or standing.

The results of the reference user study led to the following three findings. (1) Users tend to switch to a specific mobile interaction technique dependent on location, activity and motivation. (2) The current location of the user is the most important criterion for the selection of a mobile interaction technique. (3) The user’s motivation to make any physical effort is generally low.

The Implementation of the Test Setting using the Hybrid Simulation
The reference study constitutes our benchmark for performing a similar test, this time making use of a hybrid simulation. Thus, we first modelled the living room and the bathroom and the required physical objects. Figure 4 shows the perspective of the avatar when sitting on the couch. In front of the avatar is the DVD player within line of sight. To the left of the avatar is the radio within touching distance. The idea is to select the different physical objects by using one of the three mobile interaction techniques. Once the user has selected one of the physical objects, the respective services are displayed and the user can select one of them by using the mobile phone’s graphical user interface. In the following we shortly describe the implementation of the three different mobile interaction techniques.

Implementation of Scanning
We applied MoPeDT to generate the pervasive interface for the mobile phone that supports scanning. It is completely realised on the real mobile phone (see Figure 3) and therefore no adaptation in the virtual world is required. The user navigates through different screens and finally selects the intended physical object in order to use a service for this object. Thus, scanning is quite similar to our reference study.

Implementation of Pointing
In contrast to scanning, pointing requires a direct user interaction with the physical objects. Figure 4 shows the implementation of pointing in a hybrid simulation. The user applies the virtual mobile phone to point at a physical object in order to perform the selection. The virtual phone can be positioned by pressing the four navigation keys. By hitting the ‘PgUp’ key, an IR beam is emitted that is registered by the IR sensor of the virtual physical object. The information about the object’s ID is then transmitted to the server of MoPeDT’s architecture that forwards this context to the real phone and the application running on it. Now, the mobile phone loads the services of the selected object and displays them on the real phone.
Implementation of Touching

Touching is realised by getting very close to the physical object in the virtual world and touch it with the virtual mobile phone (see Figure 4). Once the user has touched the physical object, a script sends the identifier to MoPeDT’s server and the mobile phone as described for pointing.

Figure 4. Pointing (left) and Touching (right)

USER STUDY WITH A HYBRID SIMULATION

After having implemented a hybrid simulation based on the idea of the reference study, we conducted a user study. First, we describe the experimental setting, then we report the user study and finally we illustrate our results.

Experimental Setting

The main objective of the experiment was finding out whether hybrid simulations of pervasive environments via Second Life can potentially be used as an evaluation method in the development process of a pervasive interface for mobile phones. In this context, benefits and problems should also be revealed by gaining practical experience. To address these aspects, we used our reference study and implemented a test setting. Based on this test bed, we deployed the experimental setting of the reference study, conducted a user experiment and compared the results.

Hypotheses:

We used the findings from our reference user study and formulated them as the following hypotheses, falling into three categories.

- H-1: Similar to the reference study, the users also tend to switch their mobile interaction technique based on their contextual situations when evaluating them with a hybrid simulation.
- H-2: Similar to the reference study, location is also the most important contextual criteria for selecting a mobile interaction technique when evaluating them with a hybrid simulation.
- H-3: Similar to the reference study, the user’s motivation to make any physical effort is also generally low when evaluating them with a hybrid simulation.

Independent and Dependent Variables

In order to investigate our hypotheses, we defined independent and dependent variables. The independent variables are location and activity with the different levels of our reference study. Thus, the participants of our user study had to perform exactly the same tasks as for the reference study. As dependent variables, we analysed the user’s preference for a mobile interaction technique in the different settings of independent variables. Thus, the experimental design is an exact replication of the reference study.

Executing the Experiment

In this section we shortly describe how the user test was conducted.

Pre-Experiment

Before we started the experiment, each participant of our user study was introduced to the correct usage of the mobile phone and the three interaction techniques. Moreover, we introduced the Second Life simulation. Prior to the test, the subjects could freely exercise each interaction technique and the use of the Second Life environment.

Experiment

We conducted the experiment with 20 subjects aged 23 to 32 with an average age of 27.25. The Second Life environment ran on an ordinary computer that required no special hardware capabilities. The participants of our study could navigate through the virtual world using the avatar to trigger the different contexts of pointing and touching. The pervasive interface ran on a Nokia 6131 NFC that could be used to perform scanning and to retrieve the services for incoming contexts triggered via touching or pointing. After the explanation of the mobile interaction techniques and the virtual test setting, we sat the avatar on the couch in Second Life. This was always the starting position for each task. Now, the participants of our study had to complete the four tasks described earlier. After each task, we asked them about their attitude if the avatar would stay beside the couch or lie on the couch instead of sitting. Therefore, the subjects had to fill out a questionnaire that addressed the different test settings. This questionnaire was identical to the reference study.

Results

For the hybrid simulation and the reference study, location could be identified as the crucial contextual factor for the decision of an interaction technique. An ANOVA test revealed these differences in location to be highly significant for the reference study (touching: $F=19.225, p < 0.01$, pointing: $F=123.36, p < 0.01$, scanning: $F=10.769, p < 0.01$). A similar result was obtained with the hybrid simulation. Again, location was the crucial contextual factor that dominated the choice of an interaction technique with significant differences depending on the location (touching: $F=12.013, p < 0.01$, pointing: $F=39.2, p < 0.01$, scanning: $F=9.604, p < 0.01$). No effect was found for the activity, i.e. it did not matter if the user was sitting, standing or lying. A post-hoc test revealed the dependencies between locations and
interaction techniques. Touching was preferred in scenario 2, where the user is close to the desired object. Pointing is preferred in scenario 1, where the user is around 3 meters from the object but the object is in her line of sight. Scanning at last is clearly preferred if the object is in another room. There is a tendency to also prefer scanning if the object is in the same room but not in the line of sight (scenario 4), but this preference is not significant. Scenario 4 reveals that the chosen technique might be dependent on the activity but the results are not conclusive in either study.

The findings from our hybrid simulation are comparable to our reference study. (H-1) They provided evidence for our first hypothesis: Similar to the reference study, the users also tend to switch their mobile interaction technique based on their contextual situations when evaluating them with a hybrid simulation. None of the participants used the same interaction technique in each task. Each of the participants assessed the situation and balanced reasons which interaction technique would fit best to which context. (H-2) We also could corroborate the second hypotheses: Similar to the reference study, location is also the most important contextual criterion for selecting a mobile interaction technique when evaluating them with a hybrid simulation. The execution of the user test with the hybrid simulation led to the result that location is the most important context factor which influences the decision for an interaction technique. In all four tasks the users tended to use the interaction technique dependent on the location of the avatar and the physical objects. If pointing or touching were possible they preferred these techniques. If there was no line of sight, the subjects tended to switch to scanning in order to prevent movements of the avatar. (H-3) The third hypotheses could also be partly proved: Similar to the reference study, the user’s motivation to make any physical effort is also generally low when evaluating them with a hybrid simulation. The subject’s motivation to spend physical effort was almost as low as in the reference study. But, in the hybrid simulation more subjects were willing to move the avatar in Second Life for performing touching or pointing, however, this difference is not statistically significant. A higher subject’s motivation to spend physical effort is not completely surprising when using the hybrid simulation because the subjects did not have to actually move themselves but just navigate their avatar through the environment which is not comparable in effort to the real setting.

DISCUSSION OF THE HYBRID SIMULATION

Our user study showed that we gained very similar knowledge about the user’s behaviour from results of the hybrid simulation compared to results from the reference study. Consequently, a first indicator points to the assumption that the hybrid simulation seems to be an appropriate evaluation method for early stages of the design process. Detailed benefits and problems of the method, however, must also be addressed in order to get a deeper insight whether the hybrid simulation is really meaningful. The now described advantages and disadvantages mainly base on our gained practical experience by the execution of a user study as a hybrid simulation.

In some points the hybrid simulation benefits compared to a traditional laboratory setting and virtual simulation alone approach. (1) Compared to a traditionally laboratory setting there is no need to physically rebuild the user’s environment in a laboratory anymore. Thus, the designers can save money and time. (2) Relying on the hybrid simulation, even initial ideas of pervasive interfaces for mobile phones can easily and efficiently be mediated and investigated because the mobile application can be tried out and demonstrated in the corresponding simulated pervasive computing environment. (3) Another benefit is the ease of changing the environment. Different models of physical objects can rapidly be generated, modified and deleted. Thus, different settings of a pervasive environment can be arranged and tested in user studies. Using Second Life as virtual world adds further advantages. (4) Due to its widespread use, it is known to a great number of users who do not have to be introduced to the specifics of using the virtual environment. (5) A further advantage is the mobility of the test setting. Because the application realises a multi player platform over the internet, it can be accessed anywhere anytime. Thus, user tests can be run outside the laboratory in the user’s familiar surroundings. (6) This can also reduce the organisational effort of subject recruiting since the subjects do not need to be physical present anymore that is similar to the execution of online surveys. Consequently, user studies can quick and easily be conducted with a large number of participants. Second Life has attracted a large number of users. These are potential test users for our interaction concepts. Of course some restrictions apply like the necessity of compatible mobile devices. (7) Finally, in contrast to virtual simulation alone approach, the hybrid simulation also arise the benefits that the evaluation can be performed more similar to the real setting. The users can directly interact with the real mobile phone which can increase the level of immersion.

Despite these promising benefits, there are also problems. Of course, there inevitably is an offset between a real world setting and a hybrid simulation. (1) The user moves virtually instead of physically which means a break because the user requires less motivation and less physical effort to move and explore the virtual setting. (2) A further problem of the hybrid simulation is the level of immersion for the mobile interaction. In our user study we applied scanning, pointing and touching as interaction techniques. Scanning is easy to evaluate with a hybrid simulation because it is completely realised on the mobile phone and therefore quite similar to the real usage but techniques, such as pointing and touching lead to a further break because they in-
evitably require interactions with the pervasive environment. Our implementation of pointing is fully realised in the virtual world but instead should preferably be realised in the real world to reduce breaks to the real usage of the phone. We came up with the idea to replace our implementation of pointing and instead use the accelerometer of the mobile phone to point towards the screen of the virtual world simulation for selections of the objects, such as the DVD player. (3) Having too many interactions in the virtual simulation also leads to a problem of usability. Sometimes users had problems to perform pointing in our setting because it required the knowledge of key sequences. (4) A last problem is to generate the pervasive environment as realistic as the real setting. Developers require appropriate skills to virtually model the pervasive environment and set up the whole system to run a hybrid simulation.

CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigated the hybrid simulation as an evaluation method in early stages development of pervasive interfaces for mobile phones. First, we described how to build this kind of simulation. Then as a first research step, we applied our prototypical setting of a smart environment and conducted a comparative user study in order to find potential problems and benefits of the method. Potentially, the hybrid simulation has many benefits, such as it can easily address a lot of subjects which can save time and money when organising and performing user evaluations. However, there are also problems which have to be considered, such as the level of immersion for the user. The experience we gained through the execution of a hybrid simulation points to a need to keep as many user interactions as possible in the real world and try to simulate as less user interactions in the virtual world as required. In that way, the offset between the two worlds can potentially be reduced and consequently the quality of the results improved. In future work we will address the mentioned problems more detailed to find appropriate solutions. But despite these problems, we already consider the hybrid simulation as a very promising method to improve the user-centred development of applications in the context of Pervasive Computing.
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